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Kun-Yang Lin Dancers
Minutes	  of	  Regular	  Board	  of	  Directors	  Meeting	  December	  29th,	  2017	  

11am-‐2pm	  at	  Ellen	  Gayda’s	  Home:	  720	  Thomas	  Rd.	  Springfield	  Township,	  PA	  19118	  

Present members: Jessica Lynch, Ellen Gayda, Amanda Lepore, Janet Stern, Ken Metzner, Kun-
Yang Lin, Ellen Schwartz (via phone), Elizabeth Klaproth (via phone)

Absent members: Renee Quarterman, Shaun Smith, and David Harrison

Others Present: Katie Moore (taking notes)

Proceedings

Ken called the meeting to order at 11:16am

Main agenda items:

1. Approval of May Minutes
2. Highlights of 2016
3. Upcoming Activities
4. 2017 Board Composition/Recruiting/Meeting Dates/Pledges
5. Artistic Director Update

1. Approval of May Minutes: Focused	  on	  sharing impressions of the Prince	  Shows
MOTION:	  Janet	  made	  a	  motion	  to	  approve	  the	  May	  Minutes,	  which	  had	  been	  distributed	  prior	  
to	  the	  meeting	  
Jessica	  seconds	  
The	  motion	  was	  passed	  with	  all	  in	  favor	  

2. Celebrating 2016 and starting 2017

• For	  2017	  Board	  Meetings,	  Ken will	  send out doodle poll tomorrow with	  suggested
dates. Ken	  wants	  to	  get	  5 on the calendar,	  he	  proposed	  end of January, March, May
before company break, September, and	  December

• Ellen G mentioned	  that right before the performances, there is a lot more energy that
needs to be rallied. She	  asked	  if	  we	  think	  we’ll	  need	  to have more meetings before the
show in April besides	  Jan.	  and	  March
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• Ken	  replied	  that	  many	  of the	  staff	  and	  board	  members are working on several projects
simultaneously throughout	  the	  year	  to	  help	  with	  coordinating	  the	  April	  shows	  and	  did
not	  think	  an	  official	  board	  meeting	  would	  be	  necessary.

• Ellen replied	  that	  in	  the	  past,	  anyone taking on a committee chair role is	  often left with
all	  of	  the	  responsibility	  and everyone else tends	  to	  comfortably drop out which	  she	  did
not	  think that is the role of the chair person.	  Ellen	  explained	  that	  everyone	  needs	  to	  be
involved,	  regardless	  of	  who	  is	  the	  chair	  for	  each	  committee

• Ken agreed	  and	  remarked	  that there are many activities that occur between board
meetings and throughout the year involving	  individual	  board	  members	  that have	  not
been	  well communicated to the board

• Janet said	  that	  it	  is important to give credit where credit is due, and helps engage and
energize the rest of the board more

• Ken agreed	  and	  remarked	  that	  it	  is	  particularly true for some board members who do
not have the financial resources, but are making significant contributions throughout
the year in	  different	  ways	  that	  the	  other	  board	  members	  should	  be	  aware	  of

• Ellen stated	  that	  money	  aside,	  time and energy should be a collective experience,	  such
as	  cleaning	  up	  after	  the	  Nov.	  fundraiser

• Jessica agreed	  with	  Ellen	  and	  remarked	  that	  we	  should	  explore	  this	  subject	  more at a
separate meeting and	  we should have the chair communicate to the board their
expectations and what they would like other board members to help with.

• Kun-Yang agreed	  with	  Jessica	  about	  doing	  a	  better	  job	  about	  having	  a	  clear	  dialogue	  on
what	  each	  member	  is	  contributing	  inside	  and	  outside	  of	  the	  regular	  meetings

o Bookmark to revisit

Ken discussing	  the	  highlights of 2016
• Ken	  stated	  that	  he	  wanted	  to	  point	  out	  a	  few	  specific	  highlights	  (of	  those	  previously

communicated	  to	  the	  board)	  and	  not	  review	  all.	  One	  highlight	  was	  the company	  
audition. Two years ago, KYL/D did the first big audition in many years. Ken	  explained	  
in	  the	  past	  Kun-Yang has gotten company members more organically, but we decided
to have an audition to raise the company’s profile and engage	  more	  individuals.	  The	  
2016	  auditions	  brought	  in	  over	  60	  dancers	  to	  CHIMAC-‐	  nationally	  and	  internationally

• Janet asked	  if	  we got any press for the	  event	  and	  mentioned	  that	  she	  thinks someone
should notify the media about the	  audition	  in	  the	  future	  to	  spread	  the	  news	  about
Philly getting international attention
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• Kun-Yang mentioned	  the	  new	  street signs on 9th	  St.	  that	  mention	  Kun-‐Yang	  Lin/Dancers
as	  another	  example that reinforces the	  company’s visibility. Kun-‐Yang	  congratulated
the board members for all their efforts to help get	  KYL/D	  “on	  the	  map”

• Janet suggested	  getting	  a	  picture of	  all	  the	  board members pointing at the sign
o Bookmark to revisit

• Ken responded	  that	  he	  will also send the article	  written	  about	  the	  sign from	  the Dance
Journal.	  The	  next	  highlight	  he	  emphasized	  was	  number 13 about	  raising the company’s
profile within Philadelphia. The Mayor’s office now	  knows who we are, and	  we	  have
cultivated	  a	  strong	  relationship	  the Office of Arts	  and	  Culture	  so	  we are now	  in the
mind with people in the government. One	  employee	  of	  the	  office	  of	  Arts	  and	  Culture,
Pamela Yau, has been to our performances, and	  wrote	  the	  Mayor’s	  press	  release	  which
highlighted our performance.

• Ken	  mentioned	  a	  third	  highlight-‐	  the	  resources that	  allowed	  KYLD	  to expand its staff- 
mentioning	  Katie-‐	  Business	  Manager,	  Gracie- Youth Education Coordinator, and	  Maggie
Zhao- Assistant	  to	  the	  Artistic Director as	  being	  transformative	  to	  the	  company and	  has
allowed	  KYLD	  to propel to the next level. Examples	  included	  the	  improved	  quality	  of
grants	  and	  promotion	  and	  documentation	  of	  the	  artistry. Ken	  emphasized	  that this
expansion	  would not have been possible without everyone’s support, specifically Ellen
and Jeremy.

• Janet shared	  that	  she	  would	  enjoy	  a	  first-hand observation of the	  youth education
programming, possibly	  with a guest, when	  appropriate.	  She	  also	  recalled	  that	  several
people have been asking her	  if	  they	  could drop in on a rehearsal and she had been
telling them they can’t just drop in on	  any	  night.	  Janet	  suggested	  having	  more	  casual
open-rehearsals scheduled soon, possibly	  posted	  on	  the	  website.

• Ken replied	  that	  board members can always bring someone to	  rehearsal	  and	  that	  it is
good for the dance artists to	  have	  an	  audience.	  Ken	  stated	  that	  Katie	  will	  be	  sure	  to
post	  rehearsal	  dates	  on	  the	  board	  portal

• Kun-Yang shared	  that KYL/D	  needs	  to cultivate more engagement activities and have
the board more involved in	  the	  process	  and take	  advantage of	  the	  access to	  the
company.	  He	  explained	  that	  he	  wants	  to	  create	  a	  special	  experience	  for	  each	  board
member	  who	  can	  come	  with	  their	  friends	  for	  free,	  but	  we	  will	  start	  to	  have	  other	  open
events	  that	  will	  be	  ticketed-‐	  not	  free.	  Katie will add language to the website	  about	  the
rehearsal	  schedule

• Kun-Yang gave	  the	  example	  of	  Koresh’s	  program	  that	  includes	  work-in-progress
showings	  at	  the	  studio	  where	  they	  charge	  $50. It becomes almost like another show to
generate more interest.
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• Ken moved	  on	  to	  another highlight in respect to Youth Education. He	  explained	  having
Gracie on board has allowed the curriculum to blossom. CHI Dance for Youth is directly
related to the Kun-Yang’s signature Chi Awareness Practice which he incorporates as
the foundational technique for KYL/D. The	  program	  relates to mindfulness and self-
discipline. Some programs	  are	  after school, some	  are in school, and	  KYLD	  is	  doing 4
schools in 2017.

• Ken continued	  to	  explain	  that	  there	  are	  approx.	  14	  schools	  interested	  in	  the
programming,	  but	  public	  schools	  do	  not	  have	  money	  so	  the	  company	  is	  in	  the	  process	  of
exploring	  options	  to	  expand	  the	  program.

• Kun-‐Yang	  added	  that	  the	  expansion	  of	  the	  youth	  education	  program	  will	  connect	  to	  the
strategic	  plan	  of	  moving	  towards	  a	  full-‐time	  company	  as	  the	  dance artists can
supplement their income by teaching these classes.

• Janet suggested	  the	  concept	  of	  donor’s	  ability	  to	  “adopt a school” by	  donating	  the
amount	  necessary	  to	  run	  the	  programming	  at	  the	  school.	  She	  said	  that this	  is	  a	  concrete
idea	  for	  people	  that	  she	  believes	  many	  individuals	  would	  be	  interested	  in.

• Ken	  explained	  it costs	  approx $1,800 a semester of once a week classes at a public
school and	  mentioned	  that	  KYL/D	  expects	  to receive	  its first grant from	  the Philadelphia
Foundation. This	  accomplishment	  gets us in the door which in the past has been
difficult. They revamped their criteria and if you can’t demonstrate that over	  50%	  of
your	  constituency	  is	  low-‐income	  than	  they	  will	  no	  longer	  fund	  you.

• Ken pointed	  out	  that	  Gracie	  is	  a	  former	  student	  of	  Kun-‐Yang’s	  from	  Temple	  who	  is
stepped	  in	  his	  philosophy	  and	  understands	  the	  practice.	  By	  expanding	  the	  teachers	  to
the	  artists,	  we	  are	  continuing	  to	  connect	  to	  the	  artistry. We	  are	  not	  hiring	  outsiders
otherwise the brand becomes diluted.

• Janet mentioned	  it would be great to get a little footage even	  though	  permission	  can
be	  tricky

At	  11:53am	  Ellen	  Schwartz	  and	  Elizabeth	  Klaproth	  mentioned	  that	  they	  had	  to	  leave	  the	  call

• Ken elucidated	  that	  anther	  part of the programming is	  providing several tickets to	  the
students	  and	  their	  parents	  to see the work	  for	  free.

• Kun-Yang re-‐emphasized	  that	  without Ellen’s general support, we would	  not	  be	  able to
have Katie, Gracie, and	  Maggie	  whose	  skills	  goes beyond his	  skills. For	  example, Gracie
had	  an	  education	  concentration	  within	  Temple’s	  dance	  program	  and	  has	  more
experience	  with	  education.	  However,	  as	  the	  program	  expands,	  Gracie needs to become
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full-time which is something that we are looking at in	  the	  2018 budget that	  we	  need	  to	  
have	  the	  funds	  for.	  

• Janet asked	  if	  the	  school	  performances	  have	  outside	  performances?

• Ken explained	  it	  varies	  for	  each	  school.	  For some schools, there is a performance
aspect, for some, not and	  mentioned	  that	  it	  is	  difficult to roll out the funding because
everyone is so understaffed so there is more communication needed to cover the
groundwork.

• Janet mentioned	  the	  concept	  of	  Lateral Philanthropy. She	  knows	  an	  artist	  who	  has
children create paintings, then	  sells them, and then the	  funds	  raised	  goes to fund
school	  programs.

• Ken connected	  Janet’s	  concept	  with	  the	  outcome	  of	  the	  November	  fundraiser	  where
several	  people	  expressed	  interest	  in	  replicating	  the	  event	  for	  their	  own	  companies.	  This
sparked	  him	  to	  apply	  for	  a	  trademark	  for	  “You	  Be	  the	  Judge”	  and	  bring	  the	  event	  to
different	  organizations	  such	  as	  corporations	  and	  promote	  it	  as	  a	  team	  building	  event.
The	  fee from	  the	  events	  could go to dance artists and have more go towards other
things. There is a way to leverage it not just as a direct fundraiser for the company,
but	  also	  serve other corporations and expand relationships.

• Amanda explained	  an	  idea	  to	  use	  pictures	  from	  the	  events	  of	  those	  we	  know	  and	  e-‐mail
them	  before	  the	  event	  personally	  inviting	  and	  say “Look how much you were having,
please come again”	  and	  attach the	  picture.

o Bookmark to revisit

• Jessica agreed,	  that	  we	  could link to page with video and pictures to	  keep attendees
engaged

Ken moved	  on	  to upcoming activities
• First-‐	  APAP Showcases: We	  are	  Investing more money this	  year	  in APAP- a	  conference

for presenters. The	  event	  is	  open to the public, if we know who they are- we just need
the	  names	  written	  down	  to	  let	  you	  in.

• Ken explains APAP- the	  lights, stadium seating, and	  sight lines are better. You have one
company performing	  after another, after another, 15-20 minutes per company max.
People come in and out to see the shows- performing venues, presenters, etc. Lots of
energy, lots of work. You	  need	  an	  agent	  to	  be	  noticed.	  Normally,	  KYLD	  does 15-20 min.
showcases, two in an evening. Now we are doing two short performances and one
hour long performance. First showcase: Three excerpts- Chess piece, new work, tiny
section from HOME,	  Second showcase: Same thing,	  Third showcase: HOME.	  This is the
first time with	  our new agents, KMP, representing us at a showcase.
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12:12pm Ken explaining KMP
• KMP	  represents artists in Asia and abroad, most internationally that want to perform

in the U.S. but they want to present us because they think we fit into their niche- 
nationally based with a global feel. We pay to rent the studio, the	  agents have a booth
in the exhibit hall and they have marketing and staff responsible	  for	  engaging
presenters	  outside	  of	  the	  performances.	  You cover showcase, they pay marketing
expenses and follow-up

• Kun-Yang explained If you don’t have an agent, people do not take you seriously. We
had several agents, but KMP is more well-known.

• Ken mentioned	  KMP are very well known in the field. Being associated with them is
helping our visibility. They get a $1,000 annual retainer and 20% of bookings they
secure. We pay for other marketing opportunities- they are aware of how important
marketing is. The	  company	  sees	  the	  relationships	  as	  a	  necessary	  investment.

• Ken moved	  to	  the	  final	  bullet point under	  upcoming	  events-‐	  the professional encounter
workshop. Steve Weisz who runs PhiladelphiaDance.org forwarded info	  toe	  KYLD about
a tour company based in Montreal. The	  company	  organizes tours for Canadian and U.S.
tourists. They	  were looking for a cultural experience that is more than just a
performance. The	  workshops	  will	  be	  a hybrid of an open rehearsal- meet the dance
artists, see what it is like to be a professional dancer, behind the scenes look. We	  will
use	  this	  opportunity	  to	  see if this activity makes sense. As the time gets closer, we will
determine what to do and possibly how to expand it and make it profitable.

• Ken	  mentioned	  that	  Mo’s	  family	  will	  be	  coming	  to	  the	  U.S.	  for	  the	  first	  time	  and	  will
circulate	  details	  regarding	  a	  possible	  dinner	  with	  the	  board	  members.	  He	  also	  explained
Mo’s	  current	  via	  situation-‐	  his	  0 Application: 3 year Visa- was denied, and	  we	  are	  asking
for reconsideration. The	  category is outstanding talent and	  different criteria needs to
be met- very subjective.

• Janet stated	  she	  is	  friendly with senior people in city with immigration connections
who	  may	  be	  able	  to	  help.

12:33pm Kun-Yang discussing Spring Concert

Kun-‐Yang:	  The	  performance	  will	  include	  a	  revival of CHESS. He	  explained	  through the	  past few
years, he	  has noticed his	  work	  has	  a social-political conscience, and	  CHESS was the beg- to
show metaphor of the division in our country and	  the need to stand together. From that piece
forward, all other pieces are about coming together but in different forms and	  through	  a	  
different lens.

Kun-‐Yang:	  The	  other	  work	  in	  the	  concert	  is	  a	  new piece: directly responding to the	  Pulse
nightclub shooting. The	  Fundraiser	  showed	  a	  preview-‐	  the	  fun	  club section- investigating	  the	  
club as a church, as a sacred place. The	  work	  is	  titled	  Santuario	  (Sanctuary	  in	  Spanish)	  and
relates to race, discrimination and sexuality. The	  work	  discusses the current political climate
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and goes beyond to discuss belief systems- the sense of hatred that is spreading throughout
the U.S. and the world. The piece ends with love and compassion through finding our own
truth, but	  throughout	  the	  work	  the	  sense	  of	  division and tension is still there.	  The	  work	  
remarks	  on	  how	  we	  can	  learn	  from tragedy and move forward with compassion and
togetherness. It ends with a sense of peace. 	  

• Janet shared	  that	  learning some	  more language about	  the	  work	  would	  be	  helpful	  to be
better ambassadors about the company to explain it more.

• Ellen connected	  the	  work	  to	  her	  own	  work-‐	  Bodyword	  which discovers	  where	  feelings
live	  within	  your	  body,	  helping	  individuals	  integrate how they are holding that truth and
embodying it.

• Kun-Yang continued	  to	  explain	  that	  his	  work	  is	  never about an answer, there	  is	  still a
problem, and	  each question leads to the next question, the next problem. What	  is	  also
an	  important	  through	  line	  in	  his	  work	  is	  embracing all the dancers and a sense a
community at	  each	  perspective-‐	  religion, sexuality, etc.

• Ellen	  and	  Janet	  communicated	  more	  ideas	  that	  came	  up:	  personal	  experiences,
illuminated	  letters,	  and	  Hebrew	  mysticism	  which	  all	  awakened	  a	  certain	  sense	  of
consciousness

• Ken stated	  that	  Santuario	  is	  also	  the	  beginning	  of	  an	  investigation	  of	  the	  role	  of	  religion
and	  dance	  and	  sexuality	  which	  will	  be	  expanded	  in	  The Door project in 2018.	  Which
aims	  to	  engage	  the immediate and larger community. What is the relationship
between movement and ritual/prayer?

Kun-Yang	  briefly discussed ensemble dynamics- requiring trust, mutual respect, and
the	  understanding of Kun-Yang’s vision

Jessica 1:01pm Discussing Board Solicitation

• Jessica	  encouraged	  getting a pledge in by the first quarter- so we can do our budget
planning and	  reminded	  members	  that	  we	  still have the Schwartz-Siegel Challenge	  until
2020.	  She	  is	  challenging herself to examine her home budget and increase her personal
giving each year. Each	  board	  members	  pledge	  is outside of your volunteering and
everything outside that we do. She	  explained	  It is helpful if you’re pledges are in
writing because Katie can file it and track it in our	  donor database.

• Jessica	  continued	  to	  explain	  the	  new software program where KYLD can do better
stewardship. If you do the	  pledge electronically that is fine as well. This	  past year it
was harder to track because people gave some verbal pledges and some in writing.
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• Ken added	  that it	  would	  be	  great	  if	  the	  generosity	  of	  Ellen	  and	  Jeremy	  encouraged	  other
board	  members	  to	  also	  increase	  their	  contributions.

• Jessica tagged	  on	  that small family foundations to	  large	  all	  ask what your board is
doing and if they	  are getting more involved as you expand,	  therefore	  board
involvement	  has	  a	  large	  impact	  on	  the	  company.

1:05pm	  Ken discussed Board	  changes	  
• Nancy Watterson	  is rotating off the	  board,	  but still going to help when	  she	  can.

• Ken	  stated	  Kim Kaess has resigned. When she originally joined, she was	  working in
Philly every day. Now she	  has a job in Delaware and lives in New Jersey so	  it	  is	  hard	  to
be	  involved	  given	  her	  extreme	  commute.	  She	  also resigned from another	  board. The
company	  remains	  on great terms	  with	  her and will continue	  to	  keep	  in	  contact.

• Kun-Yang offered	  the	  idea	  to	  have a letter or card and have the board members all
sign something for her

• Ellen reflected	  as	  we	  try	  to	  build	  the	  board	  we	  should	  look for more Philly/local people
to build a stronger

• Jessica suggested	  each	  board	  member	  creating	  a pipeline for potential board prospects
for	  everyone	  to look over and	  discuss at future board members and think about
strategies to engage them in KYL/D.
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• Janet agreed	  and	  suggested	  a dinner experience	  where we throw names on the table- 
dialogue and community brainstorming helps a lot- take at least 15 minutes. There
could	  also	  be	  another activity where we can invite people to talk about their interest- 
like	  a	  focus group- brunch/dinner/lunch and give KYLD ideas about what is attracting
them to this company- casual/informal	  discussion

1:30pm	  The	  conversation	  shifted	  to	  the	  company’s	  fundraiser	  
• Ellen	  urged	  that	  we	  must	  be thinking about it ALL year to create less work for the chair

too. We all do things out of the generosity for our spirit- so	  when	  people	  ask	  us	  to	  
make	  it	  up	  to	  us	  we	  can	  mention	  donating	  to	  KYLD.	  If someone gives you a bottle of
wine as gift, keep it and save it for later to	  donate	  in	  the	  wine	  auction.	  We	  can	  be	  doing	  
things	  throughout	  the	  year	  to	  help	  the	  event.	  

• Amanda said	  she	  wants	  KYLD	  to	  shoot for $15,000 next year.
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There	  was	  brief	  discussion	  about	  moving	  the	  event	  to	  September	  or	  October	  to	  ensure	  good	  
weather	  that	  would	  allow	  us	  to	  make	  best	  use	  of	  the	  Sculpture	  Courtyard’s	  outdoor	  indoor	  
flow	  

• Jessica conclude	  that	  we	  should	  have some breakout sessions about the ideas we
bookmarked.

The	  meeting	  was	  adjourned	  the	  meeting	  at	  1:42pm.	  


